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SECTION 1

learning context

1

design context

learning purposes

In this unit children will learn:

t to develop their designs by thinking
about the purpose of the toy and the
needs of possible users;

(Sessions 1, 2 and 5)

t to mark, measure, cut and join
materials with increasing accuracy;

(Session 3)

t to develop their ideas through
modelling with wooden strip, paper,
card and found materials.

(Sessions 3 and 4 )

Many children will have experienced the
tedium of being confined to bed when
recovering from a minor illness. So it is
likely that the children in your class will
have considerable sympathy and
empathy with someone in a similar
position. Hence motivation for this task is
likely to be high. The context of the task is
that of a young person (aged nine)
confined to a bed after an accident.
While not seriously hurt he/she is
confined to bed in hospital for two weeks.
Not able to move very much, and able to
use only a bed tray as a play surface, this
person is becoming bored and wishes
s/he had a new toy or game to play
with. The children’s task is to design and
make that toy or game.



SECTION 2

tasks for learning

the small tasks
the focused practical tasks

the big task
the design and make task

2

1 Exploring the situation
30 minutes

2 Exploring existing toys and games
60 minutes

3 Making a square card with a frame
60 minutes

4 Thinking about what if?
60 minutes

5 Thinking about preferences
30 minutes

The big task is to design and make a toy
or game that will amuse and intrigue a
bed-ridden patient approximately nine
years of age and that can be played with
on a bed tray.

up to 4 hours in 30 -minute or
60-minute lessons

The evaluation 30 minutes

Unit review 30 minutes

this simple marble run is constructed from two identical sides carefully glued together across thin strips
which form the floors of the runs and prevent the marbles from falling through. The presence of a spinner
at a key point slows down most marbles and may cause a marble to get stuck.  So the game can be one
based around seeing which size marble can complete the run in the least time. Plain bold colours and
simple decoration provide visual impact



SECTION 3

children’s decisions

design decisions
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The children can decide on the following:

t who the toy or game is for

required learning in Sessions 1 and 5,

design decision made in Session 6;

t what sort of toy or game it will be

required learning in Session 2,

design decision made in Session 6;

t how the toy or game will work

required learning in Sessions 2 and 4,

design decision made in Session 6;

t how the toy or game will be constructed

required learning in Sessions 3 and 4,

design decision made in Sessions 6 and 7;

t what the toy or game will look like

required learning in Sessions 1 and 5,

design decision made in Sessions 6–8.



exploring the situation
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SECTION 4

teaching the unit

suggested timing
30 mins

session
one

Teacher input

Discuss with the class the suitability of the
activities in terms of:

t safety (Are there any hidden dangers?);

t convenience (Will it be easy to put
away and get out?);

t practicality (Could you play it in bed?);

t cost (Is it affordable?);

t effectiveness (Does it stop you getting
bored?).

For homework

Ask the children to find an example of a
game at home that might be appropriate.
(Expensive electronic or computer games
should be avoided as these will not inform

children’s design decisions.)

Resources
Consumables: paper;

Tools: pencils and rubbers.

Health and safety check
Discuss the hazards and risks involved in working as a group and how the risks can be controlled by
the way the children behave and treat one another.

Teacher input

Ask the class if anyone has had an illness
where they had to stay in bed. Ask
anyone who has to explain what it felt
like having to stay in bed. Ask them all to
imagine what it would be like. Try to elicit
comments on being bored, fed up,
nothing much to do, being lonely.

Pupil activity

Tell the children to work in groups of four
and to write a list of activities that would
alleviate boredom. Ask a member of
each group to feed back their
list to the rest of the
class while you
write it on the
board.
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exploring existing toys and games
suggested timing
60 mins

session
two

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Show the class the following (or similar)
examples of games and toys:

t hand-held maze game;

t hand-held steady hand game;

t blow football;

t mini-skittles;

t solitaire;

t snakes and ladders;

t monopoly.

If children have brought in their own
games these can be added to the
collection. Do not include electronic or
computer games as these will not inform
children‘s design decisions.

As you show each game to the class ask
the children to explain the following.

t What do you have to do to play the
game or use the toy?

t Are there any rules you have to know?

t How do you find out about these?

Pupil activity

Now write a table like this on the board:

Tell the children to work in groups of four
and discuss the games so that they can fill
in the table with ticks and crosses – a tick
if the game or toy needs the feature
listed, a cross if it doesn’t. You might fill
in an example.

When the tables are filled in ask the class
what features they think are needed for a
game that will prevent boredom.

Pupils will be able to use these tables as
a means of analysing their own game
ideas.

 Game/Toy   Hand/eye skill Thinking skills     Chance Rules

Resources required

Stimulus: selection of games;
Consumables: chart or paper;
Tools: pencils, rulers, rubbers.

Health and safety check
Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when working in groups in the new context of handling
others’ property.
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making a square card with a frame

session
three

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Tell the class that making a square card
with a frame is a good starting point for
thinking about a game to be played on a
bed tray. You are going to show them
how to do this.

show the class how to use a template
to mark out a 100 mm x 100 mm
square on thin card. Show how to
position the template for minimum
waste.

suggested timing
60 mins

show the class how to
cut the card carefully
using scissors.

show the class how to use a sawing
board and a junior hacksaw to cut 10
mm x 10 mm wooden strip to length
keeping the line of cut perpendicular
to the wood and clean up the ends
with abrasive paper.



session
three

SECTION 4

teaching the unit
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Resources

Consumables: quantity of 10 mm X 10 mm wooden strip and card, abrasive paper, PVA glue;
Tools: scissors, junior hacksaws, safty rulers, sawing boards, pencils,

100 mm x 100 mm square template.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using cutting tools, abrasive paper and glue and how the risks
can be controlled by taking care and using the correct procedures.

Pupil activity

Each pupil should now make a square
card with a frame. Once the cards with
frames have been constructed they should
be left to dry overnight. Some of the results
can be put on display to show the
importance of accurate marking, careful
cutting, precise assembly and minimal use
of glue. The remainder should be stored
carefully as they can be used in Session 4.

making a square card with a frame (continued)

show the class how to mark off a length of the side of the
card square. Note that this is the length required for two
opposite sides. The length for the other two sides is the
length of the side of the card square minus twice the
thickness of the wooden strip.

show the class how to use a smear of PVA
glue to stick the frame pieces to the card
square.



suggested timing
60 mins

thinking about what if?
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session

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Tell the class that this is the session where
they will see just how useful the square
card with a frame might be. It is possible
that some of the games they design could
use this as a useful “building block”. The
trick is to ask the “what if” question about
things you can change. Write the
following on the board:

“What happens if I …

t miss out one piece of the frame – try it
and see.

t miss out two pieces of the frame – try it
and see.

t miss out three pieces of the frame – try
it and see.

t make two opposite sides long and two
opposite sides short and miss out the two
short pieces of the frame – try it and see.

t make two opposite sides long and two
opposite sides short and miss out the two
long pieces of the frame – try it and see.

Can I use these for anything useful in a
game or toy?”

Demonstrate the first two and show what
happens to the card – not much in the
first case but in the second case the frame
is now flexible and can be curved.

session
four



session

SECTION 4

teaching the unit
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Pupil activity

Tell the children to work in groups of four
and use the card squares plus frames that
they made in Session 3 to investigate
“What if?”

As they come towards the end of the
investigating write the following on the
board.

“Can you think of anything else you can
change about the card and the frame that
might give you useful ideas?

What about:

t holes in the card;

t creasing the card;

t changing the number of sides on the
card;

t joining cards and frames together?”

Encourage the groups to experiment.

Resources

Stimulus: cards and frames from Session 3;
Consumables: quantity of 10 mm x 10 mm wooden strip and card, abrasive paper, PVA glue;
Tools: scissors, junior hacksaws, safety rulers, sawing boards, pencils, 100 mm x 100 mm

square template.

Health and safety check
Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when using cutting tools, abrasive paper and glue.

At the end of the session ask each group
to report one good idea to the rest of the
class. Some of the results of the
investigation can be put on display as
examples of innovation.

thinking about what if? (continued)

session
four
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suggested timing
30 mins

session
five

thinking about preferences

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Ask the class for some example answers.
Explain how these answers can help with
the design of a game or toy. For
example, if a person has a favourite
football team then the blow football game
could use that team’s colours. Or if a
person really dislikes a particular band
the skittles in a  mini-skittles game could
be made to look like members of that
band.

Teacher input

Tell the class that if they are going to
make the game or toy for someone in
particular they should try to find out
something about that person‘s
preferences and use these to make the
game particularly appealing. Explain that
this is often called “doing research”.

Pupil activity

Tell children to work in pairs and ask
each other the following questions. They
write down the answers along with the
name of the person answering the
questions.

t What hobbies do you have?

t What interests do you have?

t What are your favourite TV
programmes?

t Which TV programme do you hate?

t What is your favourite music?

t Which band do you hate?

Resources

Consumables: charts or paper;
Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check
Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when working in groups.
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suggested timing
up to 4
hours as 30-
or 60- mins
lessons

sessions
6-8

the big task: designing and making the toy or game

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Explain to the class that now each one of
them is going to use all that they have
learned to design and make a toy or
game that will amuse and intrigue a bed-
ridden patient of approximately nine
years of age and that can be played with
on a bed tray. You should have a tray of
suitable size to show the class. Remind
them that they thought about this at the
beginning in terms of:

t what the game must do to relieve
boredom;

t using and adapting card and strip to
form useful structures;

t taking account of personal
preferences.

And that now they have to make firm
decisions.

Pupil activity

Each child should produce a specification
dealing with the following:

t who the game/toy is for (each child
should choose another class member);

t what sort of game/toy it will be;

t how it will be played.

There is a ready-to-copy ‘Game/toy
specification’ sheet that you may wish to
use with some children.

Teacher input

Tell the class that it might be useful to
model their initial ideas quickly before
making the toy or game for real. They
can do this in some or all of the following
ways:

t talking to a friend about their ideas;

t sketching their ideas;

t adding notes to the sketches;

t making quick mock ups in paper.

Pupil activity

Every child should now design and make
their games or toys.

As good ideas for games emerge from
the modelling these should be put on
display for all the class to see.
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SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Extension work

Children who finish early or who require
an extra challenge might be asked to do
the following.

t Think about how the toy/game might
be packaged for sale in a high street
shop and produce a sketch or mock-up
of the packaging.

t Think about how the packaging may
incorporate rules and suggestions for
how to play the game or use the toy
and produce these rules and
suggestions to go on the packaging.

Resources

Stimulus: tray for toy or game to be played upon;
Consumables: ‘Game/toy specification’ sheets or paper, quantity of 10 mm x 10 mm

wooden strip, quantity of card, abrasive paper, PVA glue, string;
Tools: pencils, scissors, junior hacksaws, safety rulers, sawing boards, brushes,

coloured markers/felt tips and fine line markers.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when using cutting tools, abrasive paper and glue.
Discuss the hazards and risks involving in using coloured markers and how the risks can be
controlled by taking care.

the big task (continued)

sessions
6-8
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suggested timing
30 mins

session
nine

evaluating the final product

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Positive aspects of the children’s designs
must valued but the children must also learn
to be critical – working in groups during
their evaluation should make this easier.

Pupil activity

Tell the children to work in pairs so that
the designer/maker of the toy/game is
paired with the child who will play with
the toy. Tell the children to take it in turns
to use the toy/game. They should then
answer the following questions using both
the specification and their experience of
using the toy/game.

t How well did it do what it was
supposed to do?

t How much did it look like it was
supposed to look?

t How much did it appeal to those it
was supposed to appeal to?

Tell the children that they may find it
useful to record these findings in table
form. They can use the contents of the
table to answer the following.

t Can it be made safer?

t Can it be made to work more reliably?

t Can it be made to look better?

t Can it be made to work better?

t Can it be made to last longer?

There is a ready-to-copy ‘Game/toy
evaluation’ that you may wish to use with
some children.

Resources

Stimulus: ‘Game/toy specification’
sheets from previous session;

Consumables: ‘Game/toy evaluation’ sheets, or paper;
Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using the games and how these risks can
be controlled.



Teacher input

Explain to the class that it is important to
think about how to get better at design &
technology and that they can do this by
discussing the following questions.

t What did you enjoy most?

t What did you find easy?

t What did you find difficult?

t What did you get better at?

t Did you help each other?

t What could have been done better?

t How could these be done better?

14

suggested timing
30 mins

session
ten

unit review

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Pupil activity

The children should discuss the questions
in groups and when they have finished
you should ask each group to make a
short report to the class. The class should
agree a statement based on these reports
for improvement for their next design &
technology unit.

Resources

Consumables: paper;
Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Discuss whether the class used hazard recognition, risk identification and risk control to design and
make safely.
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Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 5

safe, convenient, toy, rules, template, square, preference
practical, cost effective, hand/eye skill, right angle, sawing board,
game, bored thinking skill, chance cutting mat, hacksaw, strip

                   Stimulus materials    Consumable materials   Tools

SECTION 5

resources and links

vocabulary

resources summary

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

Session 4

Session 5

Sessions
6-8

Session 9

Session 10

paper pencils and rubbers

selection of games chart or paper pencils, rulers, rubbers

quantity of 10 mm x 10 mm junior hacksaws,
wooden strip, quantity of card safety rulers, sawing
abrasive paper, PVA glue boards, pencils, scissors

cards and frames from quantity of 10 mm x 10 mm junior hacksaws, scissors,
Session 3 wooden strip, quantity of card safety rulers, sawing

abrasive paper, PVA glue boards, pencils, 100 mm
x 100 mm square template

charts or paper pencils

tray for toy or game to be ‘Game/toy specification’ sheets pencils, junior hacksaws,
played upon or paper, quantity of 10 mm x sawing boards, brushes

10 mm wooden strip, quantity of safety rulers, scissors,
card, abrasive paper, PVA glue, coloured markers/felt
string tips and fine line markers

‘Game/toy specification’ ‘Game/toy evaluation’ sheets or pencils
sheets from earlier sessions paper

paper pencils
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links to other subjects

SECTION 5

resources and links

Numeracy

There are many opportunities for simple
measuring and best-fit assembly.

The key objectives that the children will
be using during this project are:

t to use vocabulary related to measures;

t to suggest suitable units to estimate
and measure length;

t to measure and draw lines to the
nearest 0.5 cm.

The children will also be constructing
models with increasing accuracy.

When children use the “what if”
procedure for exploring structures they
will develop understanding of how 2D
shape can be transformed into 3D form.

Literacy

Writing instructions for playing with the
toy or game fits in well with objectives in
term 1:

t to write clear instructions;

t to improve the cohesion of written
instructions through the use of link
phrases and organisational devices
such as sub-headings and numbering,
providing a suitable purpose and
audience for the writing.

If this work was not done in term 1 it
would give excellent opportunities for
revising and consolidating writing
instructions.



Game/toy specification Name

I will design and make a toy/game.

It will be for ____________________________

1 _______________________  must be able to play it in bed on a tray.

2 _______________________  must find it fun to use.

3 It must stop _______________________ from getting bored.

4 _______________________  must find it easy to get out and put away.

5 It must be safe to play with.

 skill

To play with it    _______________________   will use luck

thinking



Game/toy evaluation Name

I designed and made a toy/game for _______________________

I had five requirements to meet the specification.

Requirement Did I meet this requirement?

It must be able to be played in bed I did/did not meet this requirement because …
on a tray

It must be fun to use I did/did not meet this requirement because …

It must stop him/her from getting bored I did/did not meet this requirement because …

It must be easy to get out and put away I did/did not meet this requirement because …

It must be safe to play with I did/did not meet this requirement because …

My friend suggested that I could make the toy/game better by …
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